
Ngā mata i te rangi
Auckland’s war stories





World War I didn’t just take place in distant battlefields. 
For many of those who served, the war brought them 
here to Auckland. 

These six short films explore places in the city where 
Māori and Pacific Island soldiers came during their 
wartime journey.

Here, young Auckland poets reflect upon the issues 
faced by those who passed through the city while 
fighting ‘someone else’s war’. 

Ehara i te mea kei rāwāhi anake te kahaunga riri. 
Tokomaha rātou i tau mai ki Tāmaki Makaurau i te wā  
o te pakanga.

E whakaatu mai ana ngā kiriata poto e ono nei i ngā 
wāhi i tau mai ai ngā hōia Māori rātou ko ngā hōia o  
Te Moananui-a-Kiwa i te wā o te pakanga. 

He tuhinga ēnei nā ngā toikupu hou o Tāmaki Mākaurau. 
Kei te whakaahuatia mai ngā take nui ki te hunga i tau 
mai i a rātou e pakanga ana i te pakanga ‘a tētahi atu’.



Sheldon Rua

‘ Working alongside Auckland Museum to bring Pou Kanohi to 
life has enabled me to broaden and deepen my understanding 
of the significance of Auckland to World War I. The result of this 
collaboration has also birthed in me a newfound respect and 
awareness for the history of our country, and I hope it will do 
the same, if not more, for you.’

Born in the heart of Papakura, South Auckland, 19-year-old Sheldon 
is a young Māori man (Tainui-Waikato) who, through his loves of 
dance, music, and poetry, aims to create change and bring about a 
positive influence in every space he enters. Sheldon runs a number 
of community initiatives around New Zealand, not only in the arts 
but in leadership development, helping others hone their craft and 
inspire them to strive for their dreams.

Onehou Strickland

‘ Pou Kanohi taught me more in two weeks than I think I ever 
learned in school and I believe that’s because I immersed myself 
in the people and their spirit, stood where they did and tried 
to understand them. The word ‘history’ can be yawn inducing 
for many, but footsteps of the past that you can embrace and 
understand give new light and meaning to the value of  
our history.’

Onehou Strickland is a homebrewed experiment on the line between 
discipline and expression. She grew up in South Auckland, and 
having spent much of her adolescence pushing authority figures 
to the limits of their sanity, she is now paying it back by working 
closely with young people in arts, community, and education. Being 
of Irish, French, Tahitian, Cook Island, Māori and Asian bloodlines, 
Onehou is the direct result of a navigational lineage and will spend 
the rest of her life exploring where she sits within that space. As 
well as writing poetry, Onehou has recently graduated from the 
Auckland University of Technology and is currently working as a 
freelance creative in the media industry. A storyboard artist and 
video editor for television and current events, she is hoping one  
day soon to be creating more of her own film and television work.

Artist Statements



Vanessa Crofskey

‘ World War 1 was challenging for me to write about, and 
from the beginning I had a lot of opinions around the topic. 
Since engaging with the project, I have discovered a lot more 
to Auckland and different vantage points in which to view 
historical events. I hope watching me perform these poems 
gives you more confidence in crafting your own personal 
thoughts and feelings in relation to history.’ 

Vanessa Crofskey is a 21-year-old multidisciplinary artist from 
Wellington, whose practice spans the borders of performance, 
text, and installation. She is of Chinese and European descent and 
can be found lingering by the snack table of most galleries. Her 
communities are mostly creative-based because, for her, the arts 
have been a constant source of joy and adventure from a young 
age. Luckily for you, her work has evolved from finger-painting 
wobbly lines on paper into a marked interest in poetry, sculpture, 
and theatre. Her writing has also improved considerably since high 
school. She is very happy with the content the team have produced 
for this gallery. It bridges the gap between history and present, 
allowing new and critical perspectives.

Zech Soakai

‘ Working on Pou Kanohi has been an intense but rewarding 
experience. And I hope that my poem gives as much back  
to you as the process has given to me.’

Zech Soakai is a 22-year-old poet and community arts educator. 
Fresh from graduating from the University of Auckland, Zech seeks 
to carve out a space for Pasifika youth to flourish. Of Samoan and 
Tongan descent, and spending most of his life in South Auckland,  
he is heavily involved in the spoken word movement here in  
Tāmaki Makaurau. 

Returning to Auckland Museum for Pou Kanohi marks five years 
since he first began writing and performing – it was at Auckland 
Museum’s Urban Youth 2012 programme that he discovered his 
passion for performing arts and spoken word. Currently undertaking 
a PGDip in English at the University of Auckland, Zech is excited  
to develop his skills and integrate other disciplines into his work,  
while continuing to strengthen his poetic voice. 



Te Hokowhitu a Tu

“We must not forget that our Māori friends are our equals in 
the sight of the law. Why then should they be deprived of the 
privilege of fighting and upholding the empire”

Isn’t it ironic that Māori had to fight in order to fight?

It is 1914 and it takes a white man war between worlds for our 
Māori men to weave their warrior wairua

It takes a government denial of a race for them to pull up their 
sleeves show they share the same skin, same blood, same 
tipuna 

Is it a shame that we had to find unity through warfare? 

Winds of conflict sweep every iwi abroad for broad shoulders, 
and proud spines
They find 500 brown hands raised 
Pull them from every crevice in this here Papatūānuku
Uproot them from their mother
Confuse, and mix ignorance with mana
And serve them service on a silver platter

Avondale Racecourse
Birthplace of Te Hokowhitu a Tū
500 strong who threw their hands up 
Pick me!
Tūmatauenga, pick me
Brown boys ready and eager to please a crown not made for 
our rangatira
Fighting to shine on the frontline
Told that war is a glorious thing
That it is a privilege, an honour to hold the destiny of a man in 
your hands
I guess it’s easy to sell when you’ve mastered the art of 
colonisation

“Te mamae te pōuri e
E patu nei i ahau inā”

See I watched you
Stand for a flag that did not bleed for us
March into a war that wasn’t yours
Declare yourself a warrior again
As if you had something to prove
As if your ancestors didn’t wield taiaha in their hearts
As if you had given up fighting

#1 Sheldon Rua, Avondale Racecourse

10 years on they were still fighting with lovers turned nurses 
for post traumatic taniwha that would oon swallow them like 
a backhand full of alcohol

100 years on, we are still fighting
For an equal war
For support
For a government that doesn’t deny our brown boys
For a chance to be Māori
For a chance to feel Māori

So I stand 
With the Pioneer Battalion
And throw my hands up
In pride
Hands up
In power
Hands up
In prayer
Hands up
In haka
Hands up, fists closed
Ode to the poly panthers who oppose
Hands up
Pick me
Hands up
Pick me
Hands up
Palms open
Asking you, to join us

For today, we pick up our taiaha
Put on our own crowns
Fruits of our ancestors fight generationally drip down from 
the corners of our mouths 
See this is real
This is raw
This is still war

But victory 
Is sweet today



A story in the rākau
bearing witness in silence
a sea of stale green stand in the calm 
bid farewell, until we meet again
see the waka of boys travel to the horizon
see the waka of men return
planting reunion in the curves of Auckland Domain

It departed from the harbour
and has come back round here
Like a hui with the Gods
asking Tangaroa for his good graces
as soldier’s cross waters into unknown fates  
calling Tūmatauenga forth to
travel with our sons guard their hand in battle
praying, Wairua Tapu
many times over guide him home
back to these arms, 
in this life or so be the next

The waka departed from the harbour
and has come back round here
ushering bodies of men
with souls more blistered fragments from the machinery of 
war
with mothers and children and children yet to come
caught breathless between thousands of bodies
finding father again

Mothers hold men remind them of their boyhood
Mothers hold men remind them of their boys
walk the grief sick journey away from the grounds 
finishing the mile-long trek he begun  
for every five mothers who stood amongst the crowd
there was one whose farewell was final
when the waka departed from the harbour

We have stood here before to commemorate at dawn
touched our fingers to Portland stone in hopes the gates of 
history
would reopen and welcome us at the newly risen light
A hundred years on, this place 
still holds an untouched wairua, a silent chill
some may have felt but now only the grounds itself truly 
knows   

#2 Onehou Strickland, Auckland Domain

This is a story in the rākau
arising from the belly of the Domain
their wisdom growing, watching from afar
death and joy dance together in a pit of people
it would seem only moments ago
that these returned faces were that of boys  
with a send-off and embrace

Hands trembled at the sides of her hips wailing haere rā
go forth with our sons 
face the fear and terror head on
Ka tū te ihihi
Ka tū te wanawana  
E tū iho nei
Ko Tūmatauenga
Māu tēnei karanga
show your chiselled face
and go forth with our sons
and in the light of battle be strong kia kaha
we call you forward when the soldiers depart
and bid you farewell on return

Uplift the fiery wairua
leave the war on the Anzac shores
for the poppies to grow from
rebirthing and healing the men who did not die
but there is shrapnel left no pliers or prayer could extract
from soldiers are now men again
but the war continues on indoors
anxious nights and exhausted journeys 
carved deep in the valleys of their eyes, 
lest we forget they cried, 
As if you ever could, even if we tried 



Can you hear the thunder?
Like boots slapping ground as
the soldiers form a rain parade
You, called to attention
as a river of khaki marches down Queen Street 
to the harbour, sea, capital, East, 
Victoria beckoning closer 
her monarch fingers point outward like a stretched compass
North, West, war, apocalypse, 
men clumped like moths gathered everywhere the world 
hurts

It hurts, the day you see the ships nestled into the harbour 
hurts in a strange excitement
throngs of strangers joined in harmony to 
farewell the men behind the uniform 

To the ones who live their war in domestic fatigues
for the soldiers embarking in heavy hats 
dispatched hearts displaced from familiar sleeves of cities
moving their bootstraps far away from families

The birds overheard are a dawn chorus 
echoing the cries of mothers whose knees
belie their shaking unease
the cold air that forms when their breath passes
smokes muttered prayers to the sky
tailing wishes for their son’s safe returns
for health instead of disease, for ash to grow flowers
hands knitting worries into clothes for the winter

I’d hope for my dead to be buried in their sleep, at home,
at home Auckland harbours deep pockets of itself  
hidden knowledges grown to moments of silence 
as the winds of war swept our country into a cold embrace
isn’t it a romantic image? 

How the poppies grow red flags like petals to honour spilled 
corpses
when I talk of a lover left behind do I honour your footsteps?
As if I’m not just talking about blood boiled like a kettle

#3 Vanessa Crofskey, Auckland Harbour 

As we talk of war in past images as if it doesn’t affect us now, 
couldn’t,
bow our heads with historical nostalgia as if it’s not just 
amnesia to the trauma
cauterizing open wounds with stitched up stories 
The harm in a poem is its glory 
The harm in a poem is its glory

And isn’t it glorious, a foots resilience
A man invading a country at the orders of an empire, tell me
Can I honour your grave without questioning it? 
Can I question your honour without invoking disrespect?

Lest we forget as if we don’t try to
block out the unsettled pasts 
display our veterans like badges of victory
as if the ones who return are better off than the ones that 
didn’t
no help post war 
as if the women can’t remember his arm flashing patriotic 
long after those days are over
men carrying clenched fists so long they forgot how to love 
their partner tender
hit the bench instead for another drink

We always talk of the right death but left behind 
in a peace kept corner of this century 
I can’t imagine 
preparing for an equality of suffering 
it wasn’t just our country that returned damaged men like 
faulty packages
lost sons to the lapping seas
And when silence is sewn down the hems of every past 
soldier’s trousers
How do you honour the thunder
How do you even try



How many soldiers from the Pacific region
Do you think fought under New Zealand for a British Empire?
Island bodies
Breaking bones
For Europe’s Civil War  
This is how my spine remembers
All the broken vertebrae
That brought me here
Allowing me to stand 
And speak healing to a pain that was never mine to carry

I am grieving the first spine laid bare
The first man buried here
Decaying from illness before he even got to the frontline
I ask you this:
If you see two people fight on the street do you get involved 
because one of them asked you to?

The forefathers of this place,
The men buried here,
The sons of the Ocean who never returned to feel the sand 
underneath their feet,
They are:
Gallipoli, Cairo, Italy, Crete, Greece, PTSD, pneumonia, 
depression,
Goodbyes from their ‘aiga that were never meant to be final  
They are:
O’Neill’s Point Cemetery, Bayswater Tāmaki Makaurau
100’s of brown bodies sent to foreign shores,
Never to return as whole
Just jumbled up skeletons of men,
Typhoid to the bone,
Their thinly veiled wanderlust dug trenches
Into the ground
Like prayers begging Papatūānuku
To protect Mother Britain,
Mother to mother,
Boy to man,
Desperation and adventure,
A life cut short

#4 Zech Soakai, O’Neills Point Cemetery 

Wanting desperately to be equal to their papālagi 
counterparts 
Pacifica men renamed themselves Māori,
And suddenly William Maramarupe from the Cook Islands 
becomes Willy Woodbine from Aotearoa

We remember you, Private Vilipate, son of Niue
First man to be buried here, falling ill to double pneumonia
We honour you,
Rid our memories of the shame you must have felt
It wasn’t the war that took you,
It was the war on a body broken from a fine man’s illness
Because you trained, travelled and now permanently remain
Unsettled bones, spirits forever finding home

Your bones absorbed into the soil of Te Ika-a-Māui
Sons forever unable to return to mother
Land your wairua into your ancestral uncle’s arms
He holds you, so that you can finally rest

This is how I remember you
Soaking my shoulders in the moana
I enjoy the sea salt on my skin on your behalf

No freedom fighter here
You expressed your freedom through your volunteer journey
To the place unknown 
Immortalising yourself 
In the untold bravery

I celebrate the bones of your legacy
Remembering they are oceans away from where they once 
belonged



This ocean has greeted many warriors before
graced the feet of readied men to fight a fight for another
the outbreak of war made a rip in the waves
no tide or current could change
when news of a battalion drifted through the Pacific 
and returned here with prospect

13/02/1915
The first Māori contingent leaves home for war
marching 3 months behind on the shores of Narrow Neck
were a new set of boys
stretching out holding arms bearing melanin links
the successive contingents begun

Over 600 Niueans and Cook Islands combined
enlisted as soldiers of war
as if tearing a man from his mother/hood land,
didn’t sting like salt spray 
blown in from the outbreak 
of a conflicting planet
and the nation they raised up to serve 
seeks a shortcut with their identity
for administrative ease New Zealand attempts to group the 
two nations as one

Trading vaka for vessels sailing to new shores 
separated nations take heed  
as the new Māori contingent 
The Dusky warriors so deemed in print
was the pigment in their skin too hot for the dawn
new shores bought new climates, new diets, new reo
the fight for survival started long before the battles

Take the feet of a man who lived rooted to the land
and bind them in leather to march a concrete mile
come born from the equator to a pale-lit 
sun                            
and the airs sharp teeth bite straight to the bone

When born from an island untouched by virus
pneumonias strong grasp stretched the throat skin thin
and Narrow Necks name never fit the claim so well

#5 Onehou Strickland, Narrow Neck 

25/12/1915 Narrow Neck claims his first victim
the fight for survival was meant to start on enemy lines

Under the mask of honour came the best of the Islands
privileged to serve this foreign land 
joined the war of a world to defend their beloved British 
Empire
or was it to defend their beloved economy?
There is mana in the service
of the fallen and returned
but how to give valour to a soldier 
without giving thus to the war 

Can you justify the tear in our history of man?
Did the other side truly look like an enemy?

Yet through the trenches of alien earth and screaming barrels
spitting crooked steel and tears to blood red heavens 
as brothers watched brothers fall 
Through the outbreak of disease hitting soft and silent 
spitting blood to the crooked earth 
as brothers watched brothers slowly fall

Your slender collared coast took claim of the so called Dusky 
warrior
Were they named so for their resilience until the very last 
sun?
No man left behind, even when the ungodly 
pull at the ties of our united forces

The Native contingent were bound arms 
once separated by the ocean bought together by its tides 
as one you left us 
in a wave of warriors gracing the feet of new shores 
and as one you returned to us
The only New Zealand Battalion to return as one



The epicentre of wartime in New Zealand is the sound of a 
train departing
calling grief torn muscles to duty, the railway is a web of 
phone lines
who breaks her back open trying to survive the men she 
carries
guardian to onlookers searching for meaning and hand wave 
mementos
the glimpse of a face soon disappeared into the close

Big piles of smog erupt like tar on a hot surface
as open tunnels birth boys to soldiers
too fast they are grown
or too fast they are gone

Uniforms too big for the mud on their boots
here the black spine of Waikato
the railroads like a city slow waltz
there, Trentham, an arm span across, Avondale 

Our stony faced station lines her stomach with thousands of 
stocked feet
her architecture knows too well the future hiss and screech, 
military metal that will teach men how to break open or under

Auckland 1914 and the train tracks sweeping the nation
are the same veins that pump iron pride through our concrete 
streets
our hearts pledge allegiance to their tracks like stretchmarks
curving modest borders into the landscape mimicking the 
politics of division
common ground split either side of a battlefield

Here, the cold dead breast of a man fallen
here the muddy trench echoing a stone wall just trying to 
prepare our country for shelter
Songs departing like a funeral pyre

#6 Vanessa Crofskey, Auckland Railway Station

The creaks of the train line like raindrops when you least 
expect them
as deafening as a letter still lost to another country’s winter
Auckland and the cold realisations of the season have hit New 
Zealand’s jaw, hard

Don’t you remember Henry Burr crooning the song that stole 
my heart away to the radio?
No one remembers, childhood without the crisis
Mothers who cut their tongues to the grief of waiting
action like excited father, don’t you remember

Don’t you remember, the first war, masqueraded as the start 
of a new season
her lush foliage the rosy cheeks
of our would-be warriors - men untrained in infancy, marching 
to the station
to learn to be boys again
How the strong, strong arms of a steam engine shake like a 
man dying, living or deciding

Hugging tight their inhibitions - these men will pass this way 
to training
Singing grit to gunfire. Hands skimming the bricks, no one will 
outlive the station
Don’t you remember, the first war broke out like a fever
I’d rather sing of precious hearts stolen than talk of every life 
that was taken



Cover image: Troops from the Auckland section of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force  
turning into Queen’s Wharf from Quay Street, 23 September 1914.
Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, AWNS–19141001–41–1

 

 
 

 

 


